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ABSTRACT
In the last years, NoSQL databases have grown in popularity due
to their easy-to-deploy, reliable, and scalable storage mechanism.
While most NoSQL services offer access control mechanisms, their
default configurations grant access without any form of authentication, resulting in misconfigurations that may expose data to the
Internet, as demonstrated by the recent high-profile data leaks.
In this paper, we investigate the usage of the most popular NoSQL
databases, focusing on automatically analyzing and discovering
misconfigurations that may lead to security and privacy issues.
We developed a tool that automatically scans large IP subnets to
detect the exposed services and performs security analyses without
storing nor exposing sensitive data.
We analyzed 67, 725, 641 IP addresses between October 2019 and
March 2020, spread across several Cloud Service Providers (CSPs),
and found 12, 276 misconfigured databases. The risks associated
with exposed services range from data leaking, which may pose a
significant menace to users’ privacy, to data tampering of resources
stored in the vulnerable databases, which may pose a relevant threat
to a web service reputation. Regarding the last point, we found 742
potentially vulnerable websites linked to misconfigured instances
with the write permission enabled to anonymous users.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The increased demand for Big Data and Cloud Computing technologies has forced many organizations to move from relational
to NoSQL databases, which are scalable, distributed, and highly
reliable systems designed to support modern applications. Indeed,
NoSQL databases are a key part of the offering of leading Cloud
Service Providers (CSPs) such as Amazon DynamoDB [1], TencentDB [39], Google Cloud Datastore [18], and Azure Cosmos
DB [3]. Other than the enterprise solutions depicted above, most
NoSQL services offer also open-source solutions accessible through
easy-to-use tools that allow even non-expert users to deploy them.
Among these, the most used ones [10] are MongoDB [26], Elasticsearch [14], Cassandra [5], and Redis [33].
While the majority of NoSQL services offer built-in security
features (e.g., encryption and access control), these settings are
not part of their default configuration [43], and are not trivial to
use for non-expert users, resulting in misconfigurations that may
lead to the exposure of sensitive data. Even though the default
configuration is not vulnerable per se, since it is intended for local
use only, the problem arises when developers make the database
externally accessible from the Internet without configuring access
control mechanisms. According to recent studies [9, 12, 38], misconfigurations are caused by the lack of knowledge or experience
of users that assign the wrong permissions and expose confidential
information to the whole Internet, leading to possible data breaches
or manipulation of resources loaded on websites. Indeed, anyone
can connect to the public IP address of the servers that host the
instances if users do not secure their databases.
Consequently, in the last years, there have been several highprofile data leaks related to NoSQL services [45]. From 2016 to
2019, MongoDB databases left open to the Internet have been ransacked by online extortionists [17, 41, 42], with only a message left
behind asking the owners of the databases to contact the cyberextortionists to have the data restored. Furthermore, even Elasticsearch databases have been proved to be vulnerable: on March
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2020, 7 terabytes of data from an adult cam site (i.e., names, sexual
orientations, payment logs, and email and chat transcripts—across
10.88 billion records) were exposed online [4]; in November 2019,
a researcher found an open instance having over 1.2 billion documents containing sensitive information such as email addresses
and nominatives; in January 2017, an attack deleted over 600 Elasticsearch instances and asked for a ransom to recover the data [40].
Regarding Redis, in June 2018, a report highlighted that over 10.000
Redis instances were vulnerable to malicious users because left
open to the Internet and that 7.500 servers were found compromised and used in a malware botnet operation aimed at mining
cryptocurrencies [8].
In this paper, we present the first comprehensive, large-scale
analysis of NoSQL databases misconfigurations in the wild. To detect and measure the misconfigurations of the most used NoSQL
databases [11], we developed a framework that automatically detects exposed services and performs security checks on them, without storing nor retrieving any sensitive data. First, it scans the
IP subnets of the most used CSPs to find open connections on
the default ports of the target NoSQL services. Then, it assesses
the possible misconfigurations of the publicly exposed instances
detected by performing security analysis. In particular, our framework verifies the access permissions (i.e., read, write) and retrieves
metadata (e.g., version), users, roles, and tables associated with the
NoSQL database under analysis. Then, if the exposed instance has
read permissions enabled, our framework estimates the leakage of
information related to the databases’ content. To avoid sensitive
information exposure, we do not directly retrieve or store data
from the analyzed databases. Instead, we leverage built-in methods,
regular expressions matches, and searches on field names and file
extensions to return only aggregated data (e.g., the occurrences
count). We verify the misconfigured write permission by attempting
to create a new workspace/document inside the analyzed instance
and write a warning message to the database owner, informing him
or her about the security analysis conducted. By doing this, we
prevent any data corruption or damage to the inspected instance.
Furthermore, if the database has the write permission enabled, our
framework applies a passive DNS resolution to the exposed instances IP address to find if the database is linked to a website and
study the problem of tampered web resources loaded from publicly
writable NoSQL databases. Finally, we contact both the CSPs and
the owners of the detected vulnerable services to inform them about
the detected misconfiguration.
We analyzed 67, 725, 641 IP addresses ranging from different
CSPs between October 2019 and March 2020. We found that 12, 276
publicly accessible databases, 87.2% are readable and writable, while
8.6% are readable only. Among these, we found cases of readable
databases that could be leaking sensitive data, such as mail, names,
passwords, and storing resources that may be loaded on web applications, for a total of 742 potentially vulnerable websites. Furthermore,
we found several databases that could leak sensitive file objects
such as certificates, logs, and dumps. Between the NoSQL services
analyzed, MongoDB is the one with the highest number of misconfigured instances for a total number of 4, 859 readable databases,
followed by Elasticsearch having 4, 725 readable databases.
In summary, our contributions are the following:
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• A methodology for analyzing misconfiguration in NoSQL
services, without storing nor exposing any sensitive data.
• An automated tool that scans CSPs’ IP addresses to discover
publicly accessible NoSQL databases from MongoDB, Elasticsearch, Cassandra, and Redis services.
• A measurement of NoSQL misconfigurations that may impact security and privacy.

2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

With the development of the Internet and cloud computing, especially in large scale and high concurrency applications, traditional relational databases have appeared to be inadequate. As a
consequence, NoSQL services – also referred to as non-SQL or nonrelational databases – have been introduced. NoSQL services, with
their sharded architecture, provide mechanisms for flexible storage
and retrieval of data. These services often exchange consistency in
favor of availability, partition tolerance, and speed to allow high uptimes and quality of service. Their main advantages are: 1) efficient
and fast reading and writing; 2) support to mass storage; 3) expandability; 4) low cost [20]. The key aspects that differentiate them
from standard relational services are the horizontal scalability and
the different data structures to store and load data (e.g., document,
key-value, tuple, and hybrid storage).

2.1

Motivation

Our work focuses on the four most popular NoSQL databases [11]:
MongoDB [27], Elasticsearch [15], Redis [34], and Cassandra [6].
We refer the reader to Appendix A and to the respective service documentation for details on their functioning. The reason to choose
NoSQL over all databases resides in how those services are perceived and used. They have the aura of being easy to set up, use, and
faster by removing relational databases’ constraints. This easy-touse approach led distributors in creating packages with minimum
configuration. While installing a SQL database, the user needs to
setup authentication with username and password; this is not true
for the NoSQL databases under analysis, where their default configurations grant access without any form of authentication. Although
the default configuration is not vulnerable per se, since it enables
access through the local network only, the problem arises when
the database is exposed to the Internet without any access control
mechanisms, leaking data to malicious users, who can read sensitive
information and tamper data. In particular, these misconfigurations
may enable the following threat scenarios:
• Data Leakage (reading privileges): The database content
is unintentionally made readable, leading to privacy issues
due to the leakage of confidential or sensitive data [4, 32].
• Web Resource Infection (writing privileges): A database
with write permissions enabled and hosting resources related
to a website is tampered with malicious content, leading to
different kinds of threats [23], depending on how the object
is referenced. Threats range from defacement, which could
have an impact on the reputation of the website itself, to
infection of hosted executables, which could be harmful to
both the website (e.g., a JavaScript loaded into the website)
or the end-user (e.g., malware downloaded from a trusted
source).
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Table 1: DB-Engines Ranking: Popularity of DBMS [10]. In
gray the NoSQL services under analysis. “R” stands for relational, while NS stands for NoSQL.
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• Ransom Demand (writing privileges): Attackers encrypt
or delete the entire content of the database and ask for a ransom. As confirmed by our analysis, this scenario represents
the most common threat to NoSQL services [41, 42].
By selecting the four most popular NoSQL systems, we aim to
guarantee an adequate NoSQL service coverage level. We investigate the popularity of each NoSQL service under analysis on
db-engines.com [11] that ranks all database management systems
(relational and not) by their current “popularity”, which is computed by standardizing and averaging the number of mentions of
the database service on websites, technical discussions, job offers,
and the relevance on social networks. This computation limits potential biases and preserves the distance of individual systems (i.e.,
when system A has twice as large a value in the DB-Engines Ranking as system B, then it is twice as popular when averaged over
the individual evaluation criteria). Therefore, “popularity” must be
interpreted as a relative value in comparison with other systems
only. While the popularity score does not directly measure the
number of installations of the systems, it can be used to indicate
the broad use of the system in a particular time frame. We refer the
reader to https://db-engines.com/en/ranking for further details on
the inner service workings. In Table 1, we present the ranking and
the popularity index in August 2019, July 2020, and August 2020.
We can observe that the NoSQL services under analysis, even if less
popular than relational ones, are rapidly increasing in popularity
and belongs to the top 10 DBMSs. In particular, MongoDB is placed
at the 5th position of the ranking (1st 1 ) with a score of 443.56,
Redis at the 7th position (2nd1 ) with a score of 152.87, Elastisearch
at the 8th position (3rd 1 ) with a score of 152.32, and Cassandra at
the 11th position (4th1 ) with a score of 119.84.

2.2

Research Goals

By conducting a large-scale analysis of the usage of NoSQL services,
we aim at:
(1) identifying unprotected instances;
(2) measuring the impact of their misconfigurations;
(3) raising awareness on the issue to prevent potential data
leakage or tampering.
1

Furthermore, aware of the ethical concerns that our research
may arise (see Section 6), we do not directly read data from the
exposed instance, but instead, we retrieve aggregated results from
server-side computations. Also, to avoid database corruption, we
do not override any pre-existent content.

Considering NoSQL services only
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NOSQL BREAKDOWN APPROACH

Our framework automatically analyzes the usage of the selected
NoSQL services and studies the impact of misconfigurations from a
security perspective. Figure 1 shows an overview of our approach.
The first step of our approach is the data collection, in which we
gather the IPv4 sub-networks of CSPs that may host NoSQL instances. The second step is the detection of exposed NoSQL instances,
in which we perform a TCP scan of each IPv4 sub-networks checking for reachable IP addresses and open NoSQL services ports. The
third and core step of our approach is the security analysis, in which
we inspect the publicly exposed instances and assess their misconfigurations. If the exposed instance has read permissions enabled, we
assess the leakage of information related to the databases’ content,
avoiding the exposure of sensitive information. In fact, we do not
directly retrieve or store data from the analyzed databases, but instead, we leverage on server-side NoSQL services’ built-in functions
to retrieve only aggregated data (i.e., the count of the occurrences
of elements matching the set of keywords of interest described in
Section 3.3 and Section 3.3.1). By doing this, we measure the impact
of data leakage misconfigurations without retrieving nor storing sensitive information. We verify the misconfigured write permission
by attempting to create a new workspace/document inside the analyzed instance and write a warning message to the database owner,
informing him or her about the security analysis conducted. By
doing this, we prevent any pre-existing data corruption or damage
to the inspected instance. Furthermore, we check if the instances
with writing permissions enabled are related to publicly accessible
web services by applying passive DNS resolution to the exposed
instances IP address and infer if the linked database may be used to
carry out web-based attacks (i.e., tampered web resources loaded
from publicly writable NoSQL databases). Finally, we contact both
the CSPs and the owners of the detected vulnerable services to
inform them about the detected misconfigurations.

3.1

Data Collection

The data collection step is the first of our approach. We collect
the lists of IPv4 subnet of CSPs that may host NoSQL instances.
Then, we select the most used general-purpose CSPs [13], which
offer the possibility to create instances exposed to the Internet with
a public IP address and allow the user to install and run services:
Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure Cloud, Google Cloud, Tencent Cloud,
DigitalOcean, and OVH. Differently from NoSQL-specific CSPs (e.g.,
DynamoDB, TencentDB, Datastore, and Cosmos DB) that assist the
user on configuring the database instances from an operative and
security point of view, in the selected CSPs, each user can install
and configure the database instance manually. This may result in
misconfigurations since the security and access control settings are
not part of the default configuration and not trivial for non-expert
users. Among the six cloud services selected, the first three (i.e.,
Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure Cloud, and Google Cloud) have a
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Figure 1: Approach overview
publicly available IP subnets list downloadable from their respective
web pages [2, 19, 25]. On the other hand, the last three (i.e., Tencent
Cloud, DigitalOcean, and OVH) do not provide a publicly available
list of their IP subnets. To retrieve this information, we first obtain
the IP subnets from ipv4info.com [22], which show the Autonomous
System Numbers (ASNs) of the CSPs under analysis. Then, we
retrieve the corresponding public IP subnets.

3.2

we try to create a new workspace in the inspected database, and
we write a message warning the database owner about the instance
misconfigurations. Also, we invite him or her to visit the project
web page, which briefly explains the goal of the research project
and suggests mitigations against the security flaws identified.

Exposed Instance Detection

The second step of our approach, the exposed instance detection,
gets in input the lists of IPv4 sub-networks collected in the previous
step and uses Nmap [30] to scan for reachable IP addresses and
"open" NoSQL services ports. A port can be tagged either as open,
which means that a TCP handshake has been concluded successfully, closed, or filtered. A port tagged as closed means that the
server is reachable, but there is no application listening. Instead, a
port tagged as filtered means that Nmap cannot determine whether
the port is open because packet filtering prevents its probes from
reaching the port. While having an open port means that it is possible to connect to that IP address on that port, it does not assure that
the hosted application is one of the target NoSQL services under
analysis. In fact, during our analysis, we encountered several applications using NoSQL services ports that were not DBMS. Thus, we
decide to exclude these IP addresses from our analysis. By following
this procedure, our approach identifies the candidates –exposed
instances – for the security analysis.

3.3

Security Analysis

The security analysis is the core step of our approach. During this
phase, we verify the exposure of the target NoSQL services in the
wild and study their misconfigurations from a security perspective.
We divide this phase into three sub-steps: instance inspection, data
leakage analysis, and web service exposure analysis.
Instance Inspection. For each IP address identified in the previous
step, we inspect the exposed instances and analyze their misconfigurations by following the same approach for all the NoSQL services
under analysis (see Section 3.3.1). First, we log into the exposed
server and study the database’s access permissions (i.e., read, write).
When it is not possible to directly retrieve permissions, we evaluate
if the exposed instance has writing permissions enabled to anonymous users, taking care of not overriding anything. In particular,
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Data Leakage Analysis. If the exposed instance has read permissions enabled, we first retrieve metadata information (e.g., service
version), the defined user’s roles, and the role mapping for all the
databases. Furthermore, we get all the “table” and, for each table,
the “column” names. To do so, we use specific methods for each
service (see Section 3.3.1). After that, for each table and column in
the database, the framework relies on the NoSQL services’ built-in
functions (i.e., regular expression matches, field name searches) to
directly return aggregated data (i.e., the occurrences of elements
matching the set of keywords of interest) on the presence of file
objects (i.e., the file extensions listed in Table 3) and sensitive data
regarding email addresses, social media accounts, phone numbers,
credentials, and passwords (i.e., the fields listed in Table 4). By
following this procedure, we measure the impact of data leakage
misconfigurations without directly retrieving or storing data from
the analyzed databases and, therefore, without exposing any sensitive information.
Web Service Exposure Analysis. Finally, if the instance is also
writable, we try to correlate the information extracted in the instance inspection phase and the result of the passive DNS resolution
of the IP address associated with the corresponding exposed server
to infer if the exposed database may be used to carry out web-based
attacks. In particular, we use VirusTotal IP search functionality,
giving in input the instances public IP addresses, and check if there
is a website mapped to that IP address. In particular, if the query
returns a resolution, and thus it returns a website, we can infer
that the exposed instance may serve the website itself. Then, we
verify if a website is publicly reachable by executing a request. If
the website is publicly reachable (thus it returns a 200 HTTP code),
we try to infer what kind of resources are managed by the website
linked to the database.
3.3.1 Security Analysis Details. As anticipated in the previous section, we inspect the exposed instances and analyze their misconfigurations following the same approach for all the NoSQL services
under analysis. However, each service requires specific functions
to perform the security analysis.

NoSQL Breakdown: A Large-scale Analysis of Misconfigured NoSQL Services
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MongoDB. First, we log into the MongoDB server by using the
mongo_client.connect(ip_address). Then, we retrieve the databases list
(i.e., list_database_names()). To get the user-defined roles, we leverage
the Mongo shell application: for each database name, we submit the
getRoles() request and check if the database has any user-defined
roles. After that, for each database name, we retrieve the list of
MongoDB collections (i.e., list_collection_names()). Then, for each
collection, we apply a map-reduce function to get all the field names
in each collection. This operation allows us to query field names
without reading the collection fields. Finally, we get the metadata
on the collection’s content using the "exists" query pattern for the
field detection and regular expressions query pattern for object
detection. Since we do not want to disclose data, we leverage instructions that return only the number of occurrences without
reading actual data. Specifically, we leverage the pymongo "count"
method, which only returns the number of occurrences that match
our queries. Finally, to verify the writing privileges, we create a new
database, a new collection, and a new document where we insert
the warning message. By doing this, we prevent any data damage.
The functions employed to inspect the MongoDB instances and
retrieve the aggregated data are showed in Listing 1.
# Connect to the database
mongo_client.connect(ip_address)
# Get database names
db_names = list_database_names()
# Mongo-shell method used to get role mappings
db.getRoles(showBuiltinRoles: false)
# Get collection names
collections = list_collection_names()
# Map-reduce function used to get field-mapping for each table
map = Code("function() {
for (var key in this) { emit(key, null); }}")
reduce = Code("function(key, stuff) { return null; }")
results = collection.map_reduce(map, reduce, "myresults")
# Query methods for field and object detection
count({fieldname: {"$exists": True}})
count({fieldname:Regex(r'.*\.(fieldvalue)')})
# Write the message in a new database
writedb = mongo_client[MONGO_DB]
writecollection = writedb[MONGO_COLLECTION]
writecollection.insert_one(MONGO_DOC)

Listing 1: MongoDB inspection methods
Elasticsearch. We first log into the server by using the dedicated
method and then proceed to get the role mapping of the entire
database leveraging the official Elasticsearch REST API, which allows
querying information such as role mapping. Then, we get the index names, and, for each index, we retrieve the mapping of the
field names. This enables the possibility to query for specific fields
without having to query for all the index fields. We then leverage
Kibana Query Language, an Elastic proprietary query language, to
query for field names and match regular expressions. Since we do
not want to disclose data, we leverage instructions that return only
the number of occurrences without reading actual data. Specifically,
we use the filter\_path argument to filter the response fields so that
no actual data get read by our framework except the id placeholder,
allowing us to count the number of occurrences of the object extensions and sensitive data without downloading actual data to
our machine. Finally, to verify the writing privileges, we created a
new Elasticsearch index where we insert the warning message. By
doing this, we prevent any data damage. The functions employed
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to inspect the Elasticsearch instances and retrieve the aggregated
data are showed in Listing 2.
# Connect to the database
es = Elasticsearch(ip_address)
# Get role mapping
curl -X GET "+ip_address+":9200/_security/role_mapping?pretty
# Get indices names and field mapping
indices = es.indices.get_alias("*").keys()
indicesclient = client.IndicesClient(es)
for index in indices:
fields = indicesclient.get_mapping(index)
# Field and regexp search
query = {'query':{"exists": { "field": "email"}}}
results = search(index= index, body=query,
filter_path=['hits.hits._type'])
query = {"query": {"regexp": {fieldname: {"value": ".*.jpg",
"flags" : "ALL", "max_determinized_states": 10000, "rewrite":
"constant_score"}}}}
results = search(index= index, body=query,
filter_path=['hits.hits._type'])
# Write the message
es.indices.create(index=IndexName)
es.index(index=index_name, body=message)

Listing 2: Elasticsearch inspection methods
Cassandra. First, we log into the database by creating a cluster
object and connect it to the remote database. Then, we get the
keyspace names by using the cluster.metadata.keyspaces method.
Cassandra uses the Cassandra Query Language, a SQL variation, to
execute queries. In particular, we make use of the session.execute(query)
method that queries the instance until it returns or the request goes
in timeout, thus returning an error. Therefore, to interact with the
Cassandra cluster, we only use queries. We query the role members
of the database, the table names. Then, we can query, for each table, the respective field names. Since we do not want to read field
values, we leverage instructions that return only the number of occurrences. Specifically, similarly to SQL, we make use of SELECT COUNT
statement to query the database. If the column names correspond
to the target ones (e.g., password), we query their occurrences. To
perform the object detection analysis, we create for every column,
where possible, a SASIIindex, which allows us to query the LIKE statement paired with a regular expression. Finally, to verify the writing
privileges, we create a new keyspace, a new table, and insert the
warning message. By doing this, we prevent any data damage. The
functions employed for inspecting the Cassandra instances and
retrieve the aggregated data are showed in Listing 3.
# Connect to the database
cluster = Cluster()
session = cluster.connect();
# Get keyspaces and role member
keyspaces = cluster.metadata.keyspaces
query = "SELECT * FROM system_auth.role_members;"
# Get table names and column names
query = "SELECT table_name FROM system_schema.tables WHERE
keyspace_name = 'keyspace';"
query = "SELECT column_name FROM system_schema.columns WHERE
keyspace_name = 'keyspace' %AND table_name = 'table';"
# This query enables the use of regexp in queries
query = "CREATE CUSTOM INDEX fn_contains ON keyspace.table_name
(field_name) USING
%'org.apache.cassandra.index.sasi.SASIIndex' WITH OPTIONS = {
'mode': 'CONTAINS' };"
# Get the count of field names and regexp matching patterns
query = "SELECT COUNT(column_name) FROM keyspace.table;"
query = "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM keyspace.table WHERE field_name LIKE
'%jpg';"
# Write the warning message
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query = "CREATE KEYSPACE IF NOT EXISTS 'keyspace' WITH REPLICATION
= {'class' : %'SimpleStrategy', 'replication_factor' : 1 } ;"
query = "CREATE TABLE keyspace.table (ping_ip text, message text,
PRIMARY %KEY(readme_please, message));"
query = "INSERT INTO keyspace.table(text1, text2) VALUES ('readme',
'message');"

Listing 3: Cassandra inspection methods
Redis. We first log into the database by using the dedicated method.
Unlike the other services, Redis does not have a method to check
if an Access Control List exists. The feature will be introduced in
version 6.0, which is currently in beta. We proceed to get the key
names and then use an iterator to count the number of keys matching the target field names. Unfortunately, we could not retrieve
the number of object and field values since Redis does not support
operations on values but only on keys. To not disclose and read
data, we decided to omit this part from the security analysis process.
Finally, to verify the writing privileges, we create a new key, where
we place the warning message in the value field. By doing this, we
prevent any data damage. The functions employed for inspecting
the Redis instances and retrieve the aggregated data are showed in
Listing 4.
# Connect to the database
r = redis.Redis(ip_address)
# Get key names
keys = r.keys(pattern=u'*')
# Get eventual number of occurrences of key fieldnames
occurrences = scan_iter(match='fieldname')
for match in occurrences:
counter +=1
# Write the warning message
r.append(key, value)

4.2

Listing 4: Redis inspection methods

4

LARGE-SCALE ANALYSIS RESULTS

We performed our large-scale analysis between October 2019 and
March 2020. We collected a total of 41, 245, 648 IP addresses from
Amazon EC2 services, 13, 712, 761 IP addresses from AzureCloud
services, 7, 346, 944 IP addresses from Google Cloud services, 3, 019, 008
IP addresses from OVH services, 1, 393, 664 IP addresses from TencentCloud services, and 1, 007, 616 IP addresses from DigitalOcean
services for a total of 67, 725, 641 IP addresses.

4.1

security feature introduced from the release 3.2.0. It automatically
triggers when a Redis user binds the database service to the broadcast address (0.0.0.0) without specifying an authentication mechanism, denying any request if not prompted from the loopback interface (localhost). On the other hand, Cassandra has the lowest number of misconfigured instances, with 663 exposed databases having
the read permission enabled, 438 of them also having the write
permission. This number can be explained considering Cassandra
decreasing popularity overtime on db-engines.com, which makes
it the less used service between the ones under analysis. Figure 2b,
instead, depicts the distribution of the exposed instances across
the CSPs. As expected, Amazon EC2 has the highest number of
misconfigured databases (5, 668), followed by DigitalOcean (1, 855).
However, if we consider the ratio of misconfigured databases and
the number of instances analyzed per CSP, we observe similar values for the majority of CSPs: 0.013% for Amazon EC2, 0.016% for
Google Cloud, 0.071% for Tencent Cloud, and 0.041% for OVH.
The only exceptions are given by DigitalOcean and AzureCloud,
having the 0.18% and 0.008% of misconfigured instances. Finally,
Figure 3 shows the distribution across the countries of the 12, 276
databases that we discovered during the scan. As expected, most of
the server’s locations are placed in the United States of America
since most of the CSPs’ servers are located there, having the 44.6%
of the total number of exposed databases.

Misconfigured Instances Distribution

Figure 2a and Table 2 show the distribution of the misconfigured
instances between the NoSQL services under analysis. We found
12, 276 misconfigured NoSQL instances that allow access to anonymous users: 10, 715 having the read and write permissions enabled,
and 1, 064 having only the read permission enabled. The highest
number of misconfigured instances belongs to the most used services: MongoDB and Elasticsearch, with respectively 4, 859 and
4, 725 exposed databases (4, 587 and 4, 520 with also the write permission enabled), which represents the 39.5% and the 38.4% of the
total number of discovered databases. Regarding Redis, we analyzed
2, 029 databases. However, we were able to identify only 1, 532 exposed instances, 1, 170 with the read and the write permissions,
and 225 with only the read permission enabled. The reason behind
the discrepancy between the number of analyzed databases and the
number of exposed ones is due to Redis protected mode, which is a
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Exposed Instances Quality Analysis

We estimate the quality of the exposed instances detected by analyzing the size of the exposed databases and metadata related to
tables and fields. A size of a few MB or the presence of the keyword
"test" in table names may be related to empty or test instances.
Regarding MongoDB and Elasticsearch, we easily retrieve this information using the two services’ built-in methods. For Cassandra,
instead, we resort to estimating the instance size by retrieving each
table’s number of rows and columns. Unfortunately, for Redis, we
could not analyze the size since it was impossible to retrieve this
information without leaking data.
MongoDB. The average size of the databases is 40 ± 299 MB, which
means that a high variance characterizes them: 271 databases have
a size over 100 MB (5.5%), 93 of which (1.9%) have a size over 500
MB. Among the analyzed instances, 445 (9.1%) have the keyword
"test" in the collection names, 262 of which (5.3%) have a database
size less than 1 MB.
Elasticsearch. The average size of the databases is 109.04 ± 422.57
MB, which means that, as for MongoDB databases, they have a
high variance in size: 652 databases (13.7%) have a size over 100 MB,
239 of which (5.2%) have a size over 500 MB. Among the analyzed
databases, 661 have the keyword "test" in the index names (13.9%),
120 of which (2.2%) have a database size less than 1 MB.
Table 2: Misconfigured Instances Distribution - Number of
exposed instances per NoSQL service
Misconfiguration
READ
READ ONLY
READ&WRITE

MongoDB
4, 859
272
4, 587

Elasticsearch
4, 725
205
4, 520

Redis
1, 532(2, 029)
362
1, 170

Cassandra
663
225
438

Total No.
12, 276
1, 064
10, 715
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Figure 2: Misconfigured Instances Distribution - In blue the
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Redis. 101 instances (4.9%) have the keyword "test" in the key
names.
Cassandra. The average estimated size of the databases is 10.78 ±
33.61 MB. A total of 21 databases (3.1%) have a size of over 100
MB. There are 180 databases (26.5%) having "test" among the table
names, 45 of which (6.6%) have a size less than 1 MB.
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Content leakage Analysis

Table 3 shows the results of the data leakage analysis. It presents the
file types found on the exposed instances and their respective occurrences. We studied file extensions, without directly retrieving the
file, to avoid the exposure of sensitive data. Unfortunately, for Redis,
we were unable to analyze this information since it was impossible
to retrieve it without leaking data. We can notice a high presence
of log extensions in Elasticsearch instances, due to Elastic Logstash,
an application that automatically processes and unifies different
kinds of information, having different formats and schema. The
output of Logstash is a file having a .log extension, thus explaining
the high presence of them inside Elasticsearch databases. During
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the analysis, we found that 452 Elasticsearch databases (9.5% of the
total number of Elasticsearch databases) have at least one index
named as Logstash and, focusing on those databases, we found that
they contain the 50.2% of the total number of log files detected in
the Elasticsearch databases. We can also notice the high presence of
media files extensions (i.e., jpg, png, jpeg, gif, mp4, webp). Contrary
to log files, these are evenly distributed across the NoSQL databases
under analysis. More precisely, we noticed the presence of these
file extensions across 2, 166 Elasticsearch databases (45.8%), 869
MongoDB databases (17.8%), and 204 Cassandra databases (30.7%).
Table 3 also presents the sensitive data we identified across MongoDB, Elasticsearch, and Cassandra services. Here, we can see a
high presence of key extensions across all the services analyzed, for
a total of 10, 845, 528 key extensions. These extensions identify both
license keys file used to register software programs analyzed registration information storage. However, it also identifies Keynote
Presentation files created by the Apple Keynote software. Our tool
could not detect the difference between them since we based our object scan on extensions only, so we group them as one extension. We
can also notice a high presence of of cryptographic and digital certificate files (i.e., p12, pfx, p12): we found a total of 130, 630 pem files,
1, 351 pfx files, and 495 p12 files. Also we found a total of 239, 760
sql files. This high presence is due to Elasticsearch’s capabilities of
using SQL statements to query, modify, and create indexes. Saving
the queries allows the database owner to retrieve them for later use,
thus automatizing several operations, such as creating user-defined
indexes. It is interesting to notice that the 99% of sensitive data
leakage belongs to Elasticsearch instances. This is probably because
it is the most used NoSQL service. To better study the distributions
of files between the NoSQL instances, we aggregate extensions
in higher-level categories: Images, Data/Text, Code, and Sensitive
information. Figure 4 shows the percentage of databases containing
at least one file of the four categories. We can observe that the most
common usage is for data or text storage (36.7% of the total number
of databases), followed by image storage (26% of the total number
of databases), and source code storage (17.3% of the total number
of databases). Surprisingly, the amount of sensitive information
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Table 3: Content Leakage Analysis - Most common file extensions parsed in exposed instances
Category

Text/Data

Image/Video

Sensitive Data

Code
File Keys
Crypto Files
DB
Backup
Password

FileType
.log
.zip
.json
.xml
.txt
.pdf
.text
.gz
.docx
.jpg
.png
.jpeg
.gif
.mp4
.webp
.html
.ts
.js
.hll
.key
.pem
.pfx
.p12
.sql (Dumps)
.bak
.kdb (Keepass)

MongoDB
350, 243
8, 790, 301
7, 068
2, 040, 533
150, 379
811, 003
27, 219
6, 416
18, 910
22, 772, 623
4, 558, 372
613, 202
594, 428
429, 038
39, 994
1, 618, 010
8, 383
58, 213
47
10, 444
247
89
31
2, 270
1, 487
10

Elasticsearch
69, 965, 613
181, 745
5, 612, 072
981, 233
1, 459, 495
756, 518
443, 990
191, 387
45, 375
25, 267, 934
6, 072, 558
707, 461
581, 382
470, 231
75, 163
11, 684, 183
335, 539
135, 167
585
10, 832, 464
130, 370
1, 258
457
237, 306
5, 364
42

Cassandra
3, 322
335
7, 413
4, 480
1, 733
10, 096
132
14, 426
824
739, 508
112, 561
34, 458
1, 926
4, 333
249, 609
272, 883
11, 132
1,898
0
2, 620
13
4
7
186
300
0

Total No.
70, 319, 178
8, 972, 381
5, 689, 553
3, 026, 246
1, 611, 607
1, 577, 617
471, 341
212, 229
65, 109
48, 780, 065
10, 743, 491
1, 355, 121
1, 177, 736
903, 602
364, 766
13, 575, 076
355, 054
195, 278
632
10, 845, 528
130, 630
1, 351
495
239, 762
7, 151
52
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Figure 4: Content Leakage Analysis - Percentage of
databases containing at least one of the four file categories
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leakage is higher than code one, demonstrating the importance of
well configuring NoSQL instances.
Furthermore, we search for sensitive field names (i.e., “email”,
“username”, “password”, and “phone number”) to find potential
information leaks across MongoDB, Elasticsearch, and Cassandra
services. We also search for value fields such as Facebook and
LinkedIn pages. The field analysis results are depicted in Table 4,
where we report the number of field names found in Elasticsearch,
Cassandra, and MongoDB services. We could not perform field and
file objects analysis on the Redis services since it does not support
operations on values without directly loading them. We can observe
that 1, 126 MongoDB databases expose email addresses (23.1% of the
MongoDB databases), while only 852 Elasticsearch databases (18%
of the Elasticsearch databases) and 45 of the Cassandra databases
(6.7% of the Cassandra databases) are affected by the same issue.
The high presence of email addresses suggests that emails are used
to identify users. We also found a high presence of password fields
in MongoDB databases, for a total number of 208, 343 password
fields detected in 147 databases (3% of the MongoDB databases),
suggesting that databases are used for credential storage. To have a
more realistic estimation of the data leakage distribution, we set
two thresholds, 100 and 1, 000, on the number of email and phone
number fields. We present the results of this analysis in Figure 5. We
can see that few databases contain the majority of the user emails
and phone numbers. From the initial 1, 126 MongoDB databases
having at least one email field, only 151 of them have more than
100 email, and 83 of them have more than 1, 000 email. From the
initial 852 Elasticsearch databases having at least one email field,
only 404 have more than 100 email, and 206 of them have more
than 1, 000 email. From the initial 45 Cassandra databases having
at least one email field, only 24 have more than 100 email, and 12
of them have more than 1, 000 email.

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

MongoDB

ElasticSearch

Cassandra

Figure 5: Content Leakage Analysis - Number of exposed
databases that surpassed the thresholds of 100 and 1000
mails and phone numbers leaked

4.4

Web Service Exposure Analysis

Usually, databases are used as a content holder for websites. Compromising one of those databases allows an attacker to collect data
and modify the content of those websites. To identify websites
connected to databases under analysis, we exploited the passive
DNS resolution to exposed instances’ IP addresses. In particular,
we performed the passive DNS resolution to the IP addresses of
instances with writable or readable permissions enabled to anonymous users. We then checked if the websites were reachable by
performing a request for each URL obtained in the previous step,
storing the returned HTTP status. The results of this analysis, summarized in Table 5, show the number of websites and the related
returned HTTP codes. We discarded from these results the websites
that timed out after 5 seconds. By considering only the requests
returning the 200 response code, we found several websites that
reply from the same IP address of misconfigured databases: 291 for
MongoDB, 334 for Elasticsearch, 27 for Redis, and 11 for Cassandra, respectively, the 16.8%, 19.3%, 1.5%, and 0.6% of the publicly
reachable websites. We also checked if the discovered websites were
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Cassandra
No. Databases No. Resources
45
210,244
9
19
5
34
20
13,168
40
623
6
497

MongoDB. We searched for keywords such as "hacked by unistellar" and "how to restore" [17, 41, 42], and we found a total of 389
(8%) violated databases.
Regarding Elasticsearch. We searched for the keyword "readme",
which is related to attacks aimed at encrypting or stealing data [40]
and we found a total of 622 (13.1%) compromised databases.
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Table 6: Web Service Exposure Analysis - Number of websites and relative resources loaded from writable databases

JS

Compromised Instances Analysis

Summary
Request succeeded
Found, URI changed temporarily
Not Found
Forbidden
Moved Permanently, no URI given in response
Unauthorized
Bad Gateway
Temporary Redirect
Service Unavaiable
Internal Server Error
Permanent Redirect
Bad Request
Request succeeded but not from the origin server
Method Not Allowed
Not Acceptable
No content
Gateway Timeout
Server connection Timeout
No content
Payment required
Failed dependency
Web Server down
Invalid SSL certificate

HT

4.5

We studied if NoSQL instances were already compromised by the
attacks presented in Section 1 by checking the presence of keywords [8, 17, 40–42] related to these attacks in their “tables” names.
The results are resumed in Figure 6. Among the services under
analysis, Redis is the one that has received the highest number of
attacks, with a striking a 30.3% of compromised instances, immediately followed by Elasticsearch with a percentage of 13.1%. We
could not find press articles related to attacks against Cassandra
instances nor find any suspicious keyword inside their table names.

No. Websites
1.723
473
244
136
105
84
53
49
29
24
21
19
16
9
7
4
3
3
1
1
1
1
1

GIF

Code Injection. The scenario is even more dangerous; the websites
load from the database executable scripts from writable databases.
The attacker could inject malicious code and deliver it to the users
visiting the website, in case the website loads some JavaScript code
in one of its sub-pages. An attacker could achieve code execution
on a visitor machine by injecting macros in Docx documents. We
found a total of 299 websites potentially vulnerable to code injection
(17.3% of the website with a publicly readable database).

HTTP Code
200
302
404
403
301
401
502
307
503
500
308
400
203
405
406
204
504
522
304
402
424
521
526

G

Defacement. These websites load from writable database resources
that can be manipulated to alter the website’s layout and content,
which could have a security and reputation impact on the websites.
An attacker could insert phishing text and images or add extra
content in general. Users, seeing such content on the web page,
would trust its content since it comes from a known source. We
found 494 websites potentially vulnerable to defacement (28.6% of
the website with a publicly readable database).

Table 5: Web Service Exposure Analysis - List of the response
codes of the websites linked to the inspected databases

JPE
G

present in the Top 1 Million websites list of both Alexa, which is not
updated anymore for free since 2016, and Majestic Million, which is
updated daily, and it is also free to use. We found 23 websites that
belong to the Alexa list and 21 websites that belong to the Majestic
Million one, 1.3%, and 1.18% respectively of the publicly reachable
websites. The results regarding potential web-based attacks, summarized in Table 6, are defacement and code injection. We never try
to modify any documents to prove the vulnerabilities. Modifying a
database, an attacker can perform two types of attacks: Defacement
and Code Injection.

MongoDB
No. Databases No. Resources
1,126
2,715,765
147
208,343
51
654,634
270
1.248.592
84
34, 772
39
15, 089

PN

E-mail
Password
Phone Number
Nominative
Facebook
LinkedIn

Elasticsearch
No. Databases No. Resources
852
2,189,078
69
94,647
68
167,234
236
2,274,327
266
221, 576
133
26, 695

JPG

Field

Table 4: Content Leakage Analysis - Field Analysis on potential data leaks

69
69

62
62

494
299

Redis. We searched for the keywords "crackit", "Back", "1", and
"trojan", which are the identifiers for a cyberattack wave that hit
unprotected Redis instances in 2018 [8], and we found a total of
625 (30.3%) hacked databases.

4.6

Security Impact Analysis

At the end of our large-scale analysis and disclosure procedure,
we proceeded to estimate the impact of our work, checking if the
exposed instances detected in the first scan, conducted from October to December 2019, were still exposed. Therefore, we perform a
second scan from January to March 2020. The results are shown in
Figure 7, showing that from the 663 initial Cassandra databases, 315
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Figure 7: Security Impact Analysis - Number of the exposed
databases grouped by service and misconfigurations: in blue
the first scan on October 2019 and in green the second scan
on March 2020

of them (47.5% of the Cassandra databases) were no longer reachable. From the 2, 029 Redis databases, 914 were no longer reachable,
and 27 asked for authentication (46.3% of the Redis databases). From
the 4, 725 Elastic databases, 1, 539 were no longer reachable and
40 asked for authentication (33.4% of the Elasticsearch databases).
From the 4, 859 MongoDB databases, 91 were no longer reachable and 1, 743 asked for authentication (37.7% of the MongoDB
databases). Overall, these numbers show that our large-scale analysis contributed to raising awareness about their misconfigured
databases. Some of the previously unprotected databases were no
longer reachable, or they have been secured or closed to external
access. Moreover, we expect these percentages to grow over time
(i.e., reduction of exposed instances) thanks to the help of Cloud
Services Providers, who can contact instance owners and inform
them about the misconfigurations.
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NoSQL Services Version Analysis

We checked the exposed databases’ versions to present an overview
of the fragmentation and update status of the NoSQL services. We
found a vast number of outdated database services, probably in a
discontinued state but still running. If the database owners do not
update their applications, they could further be victims of other
kinds of attacks that leverage known vulnerabilities that target
the specific versions of the database applications. The results are
displayed in Figure 8, where we group the results by the version
number of each service. Here, we can see that among the Cassandra
databases, the most frequent database’s version is also the more
recent one, with a peak of 244 databases using version 3.9. Interestingly, some databases display the 4.0 version number, which at the
time of writing, is still under development, and it has not been released yet. Regarding Redis, most of them still use various versions
from the 3.0 to 5.0, with a peak of 340 databases that use the 3.0
version (16.7% of the Redis databases). It is interesting to notice that
between the vast number of Redis databases that have a version
number major than the 3.1, which supports the Redis built-in protected mode, we identified a total of 594 misconfigured databases
(29.2% of the Redis databases). Therefore, the database owners must
have disabled it without further configuring authentication mechanisms to access their instances. Regarding Elasticsearch, the trend
shows that the most used version numbers are the ones that correspond, for each major release, to the last minor releases, with a peak
of 263 databases that use the 5.6 version (5.5% of the Elasticsearch
databases). Last, regarding MongoDB databases, we can see that
the most used version is the 4.0 one, with a peak of 769 databases
using that version (15.8% of the MongoDB databases).

5

RELATED WORKS

The problem of exposed web instance instances (e.g., database) and
their security is not new.
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Security-oriented Web Measurement. Continella et al. [9] conducted a large-scale analysis on misconfigured Amazon S3 buckets,
discovering over 240.000 publicly listed buckets. They also developed a tool to detect if a bucket is misconfigured both for the bucket
owners and end-users. Villaorita et al. [16] presented a web-based
tool to supplement defense against vulnerabilities in web applications. The developed tool automatically audits security configuration settings of servers environments, adjusting and rating them
before their deployment. Finally, Attani et al. [45] presented a study
on the danger related to data leaks of sensitive information that
not only exposes users’ virtual identities but also, crossing different
data leaks publicly available, potentially exposes real identities.
Monitoring Services. Our work is related to Shodan [37], a search
engine that lets users find different types of devices externally
accessible to the Internet. Differently from Shodan, our framework
does not provide and search functionality and does not leak any
data or information that may be abused by malicious actors. From
the end of October 2019 until mid-March 2020, we tracked the IP
addresses detected by our framework also on Shodan, checking if
there were IP addresses not present into Shodan. The results are
displayed in Figure 9. There is a peak of 1, 442 databases that are not
present in the Shodan, partially due to a more in-depth approach
in the TCP scan process. Interestingly, many common instances
between our framework and Shodan were secured and removed
from Shodan after few months from our analysis.

6

ETHICAL DISCUSSION

Since we are conducting a large-scan analysis, we must thoroughly
discuss and address ethical concerns. To avoid storing or exposing any sensitive data, we followed the methodology described
in Section 3, by querying the exposed services and extracting the
aggregated data that we used for the measurements. In particular,
we conducted the field and object detection by only using information from the database structure, and matching regular expression
provided by the services under analysis, exploiting the services
capabilities of directly returning aggregated data. We did not read,
nor validate the values corresponding to sensitive information (e.g.,
mails, credentials, and passwords), nor we transmitted data to our
machine. On balance, we evaluated that executing a few lightweight
operations server side would not impact the exposed services in
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Security of sharded NoSQL databases. Kumar et al. [24] proposed a solution for the lack of data encryption of MongoDB instances, comparing encryption techniques and their impact on the
database performance. Hou et al. [21] and Ron et al. [36], investigated the sources of security vulnerabilities created by NoSQL
injection attacks. These research works found that it was possible to
retrieve user data due to the lack of sanitized inputs. Zahid et al [44]
highlighted that the weak security measures adopted by NoSQL
databases. However, the authors did not perform any security analysis on these databases, but it just defines an assessment criterion
to rank the security features of MongoDB, CouchDB, Redis, HBase,
CouchBase Server, and Cassandra. Murugesan et al. [29] proposed
an Audit Log Management to have an efficient logger for MongoDB.
Lior Okman et al. [31] compared the security mechanism of MongoDB and Cassandra and analyzed the threat model associated with
these services.

Figure 9: Number of discovered databases which aren’t in
Shodan’s active banners database
any significant way, and would be way less impactful than any
information disclosure.
To test writing permissions, we check table permissions, and
verify if it is possible to write information, but avoid to override
or modify any user data (i.e., we create a new database, table or
key, without interfering with what is already present and in use). It
would be impossible to evaluate exposure in any other way, and
at the same time this procedure minimizes the chances of causing
any issue to the tested systems.
It is important to note that throughout our work we protected
at the best of our abilities the list of IP addresses related to the
databases, because of its obvious value to potential attackers. None
of the findings we share in this paper contain identifiable elements
related to the targets.
Besides minimizing accurately any negative sides of our work,
we strive to make a positive impact on the level of security of
these installations. Once we detect an exposed service, we strive to
notify the appropriate stakeholders about the detected misconfigurations, suggesting the mitigations to put in place to mitigate the
vulnerabilities (we refer the curious reader to Appendix B, where
we highlighted the security features made available by the NoSQL
services under analysis and the best practices which allow database
owners to secure their instances).
To perform this notification, we automatically gathered standard contact points related to exposed services, warning website
owners about the vulnerability of their database applications. Also,
we provided our contacts, and a link to the project website with
detailed information about the research project and methodologies
applied. We received no complaints about the scan, and a handful
of acknowledgments and thank-you notes.
Additionally, capitalizing on our positive experience with a previous work [9], we contacted the CSPs hosting the unprotected
instances, cooperating with them to provide them with actionable
data to help secure their customers’ systems. We received an acknowledgment and positive feedback for this effort.
In conclusion, we believe that data leaks of sensitive information
pose a significant threat to both database owners (i.e., to the reputation of organizations) and to subjects whose information is stored
insecurely (as a data leak potentially exposes user’s credentials and
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personal information). This threat is real and well-documented,
posing a risk to the privacy and safety of the general public. It
is our belief that, by conducting our scan and warning database
owners about the risk, as well as helping them with remediation,
we raised awareness on the risks of data leaks and helped improve
the global level of security and safety, with no negative impacts on
the analyzed services.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated the usage of the most popular NoSQL
databases: MongoDB, Elasticsearch, Redis, and Cassandra. We focused on automatically analyzing and discovering misconfigurations that may affect the security and privacy of users. We developed
a tool that automatically scans large IP subnets to detect the exposed
services and performs security analyses on them, without storing
nor exposing any sensitive data. Our framework recognizes file extensions and field names, focusing on potential sensible data fields,
and use the passive DNS resolution to relate those databases to
websites, allowing us to check for potential web-based attacks and
data leaks across all the services analyzed. We analyzed 67, 725, 641
IP addresses between October 2019 and March 2020, spread across
several CSPs, and found 12, 276 misconfigured databases. The risks
associated with exposed services range from data leaking, which
may pose a significant menace to users’ privacy, to data tampering
of resources stored in the vulnerable databases, which may pose a
relevant threat to a web service reputation. Regarding the last point,
we found 742 potentially vulnerable websites linked to misconfigured instances with the write permission enabled to anonymous
users. We hope that this research will raise awareness of the consequences of deploying a vulnerable database instance in a cloud
environment exposed to the Internet.
Limitations and Future Works. We perform our analysis on
MongoDB, Elasticsearch, Cassandra, and Redis NoSQL services,
but it could be extended to other NoSQL services that allow the
user to deploy their instance in the wild without the need of configuring security features. Moreover, the tool we developed does
not distinguish between authenticated and partially authenticated,
nor saves the candidates for the inspection. In the compromised instance analysis, it is important to highlight that, while this analysis
provides interesting insights on the spread of cyber-attacks against
NoSQL services (even years after attacks were documented), it may
be subject to false positives since the site owner may adopt the
keywords used to identified compromised instances for legitimate
purposes. However, it was impossible to distinguish between a
compromised and a non compromised one without leaking possible
sensitive data. We encountered several services using the same
ports as the default ones of the target NoSQL services, and some of
the clients we used, such as Elasticsearch and MongoDB, could successfully login to an unexisting service and then exit after having
submitted the first request. The metadata of the databases has been
retrieved searching for the most common extensions and fields, but
it could be extended to other kinds of object and field recognition.
We plan to extend this study in future work, analyzing the trend of
exposure. Another future work will focus on exploring Ipv6, which
has not been considered in our research.
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A

NOSQL SERVICES

In this section, we present an overview of the NoSQL services
analyzed in this work. We refer the reader to the respective service
documentation for details on their functioning.
MongoDB [27] is a cross-platform document-oriented database
program. The community edition is open-source, and the first version was released in 2009. It leverages the use of JSON-like documents called BSON, which has a dynamic schema. MongoDB supports field, range query, and regular expression searches. Queries
can return specific fields of documents and also include user-defined
JavaScript functions; also, JavaScript can be used in aggregation
functions (such as Map-reduce) and sent directly to the database
to be executed. MongoDB provides three ways to perform aggregation: the aggregation pipeline, the map-reduce function, and
single-purpose aggregation methods. Map-reduce can be used for
batch processing of data and aggregation operations. Moreover, it
provides high availability making use of replica sets. MongoDB also
scales horizontally using sharding: the user can choose a shard key,
which determines how the data in a collection will be distributed.
The data is split into ranges (based on the shard key) and distributed
across multiple shards. MongoDB supports GridFS, a specification
for storing and retrieving files that exceed the BSON-document
size limit of 16 MB. Last, from version 4.0, MongoDB also supports
multi-document ACID transactions.
Elasticsearch [15] is a search engine based on the Lucene library.
According to db-engines.com ranking, Elasticsearch is the most popular enterprise search engine followed by Apache Solr, also based
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on Lucene. It provides a distributed, multitenant-capable full-text
search engine with an HTTP web interface and schema-free JSON
documents. The first version was released in 2010. Following an
open-core business model, parts of the software are licensed under
various open-source licenses (mostly the Apache License), while
other parts fall under the proprietary (source-available) Elastic License. An Elasticsearch instance can be represented as a cluster: a
cluster is a collection of one or more nodes (servers) that together
holds all the data and provides federated indexing and search capabilities across all nodes. Elasticsearch clusters feature primary and
replica shards to provide failover when a node goes down: when a
primary shard does, the replica takes its place. When a node leaves
the cluster for whatever reason, intentional or not, the master node
reacts by replacing the node with a replica and rebalancing the
shards. Another Elasticsearch feature is rack awareness: custom
node attributes as awareness attributes can be used to enable Elasticsearch to take the physical hardware configuration into account
when allocating shards. Last, the cross-cluster replication (CCR)
feature enables the replication of indices in remote clusters to a
local cluster. This functionality can be used in common production
use cases such as disaster recovery and geo-proximity optimization.
With cross-cluster replication, no new technologies are needed to
replicate data across data centers, geographies, or Elasticsearch
clusters.
Apache Cassandra [6] is a distributed, wide column store, NoSQL
database management system designed to handle large amounts of
data across many commodity servers, providing high availability
with no single point of failure. Cassandra offers robust support for
clusters spread across multiple data centers, with asynchronous
masterless replication features that allow low latency operations
for all clients. Cassandra’s main feature is its distributed architecture: every node in a cluster has the same role, resulting in no
single point of failure. Data is distributed across the cluster (so each
node contains different data), but there is no master as every node
can service any request. Key features of Cassandra’s distributed
architecture are tailored explicitly for multiple-data center deployment, for redundancy, for failover, and disaster recovery. Precisely,
data gets automatically replicated to multiple nodes, allowing the
replacement of failed nodes with no downtime. Write and read
operations can be achieved with different levels of consistency.
Redis [34] (Remote Dictionary Server) is a distributed, in-memory
key-value database with optional durability. Its typical use cases
are session caching, full page cache, message queue applications,
and IoT devices. Redis maps keys to type of values and supports
abstract data types such as list and set of strings (sorted or not),
hash tables, HyperLogLogs, streams, and geospatial data. Redis
holds the whole dataset in memory by default, and persistence can
be achieved by snapshotting at regular intervals the content of the
dataset as a binary dump or by journaling, where a record of each
operation that modifies the dataset is added to an append-only file
in a background process. When durability is not needed, Redis outperforms database systems that write every change to disk before
considering a transaction committed. Redis supports master-replica
replication: data from any server can be replicated to any number of replicas, possibly having a replica that is master of another
replica. This allows Redis to implement a single-rooted replication
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tree. Redis replicas can be configured to accept write operations,
allowing to have an intentional and unintentional inconsistency between instances. Replication is useful for reading scalability or data
redundancy. Last, Redis supports clustering, which deactivates commands on keys belonging to other nodes and deactivates commands
related to database selection.

B

NOSQL SECURITY PREVENTION

This section presents the main security features that database owners can enable to avoid deploying unprotected instances of MongoDB, Elasticsearch, Cassandra, and Redis. Then, we depict the
best practices to mitigate the attack surface of data-driven web
applications. These services allow deploying an instance of their
database applications without enabling their security features, allowing anyone to enter the database as an anonymous user with
the read and write permissions, posing a threat to web applications
and end-users privacy. However, they do not lack security features:
each one of these services offers various methods of securing the respective instances, ranging from basic authentication mechanisms
to the definition of complex role-based and attribute-based access
control policies.
MongoDB [28], in its open-source format, offers the possibility of
enabling authentication to the deployed instance. Furthermore, it
supports SCRAM, a feature that provides an effective challengeresponse mechanism for authenticating users. If a TSL/SSL connection is available, MongoDB can also make use of x.509 certificates
for client authentication and internal authentication of the members of replica sets and sharded clusters, securing the connection
between instances of the same, distributed, database. MongoDB
also supports role-based access control: this security mechanism
allows the database administrator to assign specific users permissions, such as access and modify ones, on database resources that
span from single collections to the entire database. Last, MongoDB
supports client-side field-level encryption: this feature allows encrypting fields that would be dangerous to store as plain text data
such as sensitive data.
Elasticsearch [15] in its open-source format, supports TLS/SSL
communication encryption. It also supports role-based access control out of the box, giving the user the possibility to whitelist its
workers or just the users. Furthermore, it allows the possibility
of defining an attribute-based access control: this feature allows
the implementation of an access policy in a role definition, allowing users to read a document only if they have all the required
attributes. Elasticsearch also supports Field and Document-level
security, which allows the user to set constraints on what other
users can read, from a certain field of the document to the document itself. The free version of Elasticsearch has even audit logging,
which allows the user to keep track of security-related events such
as authentication failures and refused connection, helping the user
to monitor the cluster for suspicious activities. It is also possible to
apply IP filtering to both client-server and server-server communications. This feature allows us to immediately drop the connection
if a blacklisted IP is found trying to access the Elasticsearch services.
Last, Elasticsearch allows the user to authenticate via authentication tokens, using a large variety of solutions as LDAP, Active
Directory, PKI, SAML, and Kerberos.
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Cassandra [7] offers various possibilities to secure the deployed
instances. Password authentication is available and allows the user
to create an access point to the protected database using the authentication mechanism; these settings must be applied to every node
to control the database entirely. Once enabled the authentication,
it is possible to activate the authorization mechanism (role-based
access control). It also supports Hot Reloading, a feature that allows
the user not to submit a certificate for every request submitted by
temporarily storing the user certificate on the database instance.
Last, it supports TLS and SSL encryption for communications between the client and a database cluster and between nodes within
a cluster.
Redis [35], differently from the other services, supports few security features since it is meant for fast transactions and internal use
as a component for caching data as fast as possible, delivering high
performances and simplicity rather than maximum security. The
security page of Redis warns the user not to expose the instance
to the Internet since Redis allow remote code execution. Redis supports IP whitelisting, allowing the user to bind specific IP addresses
as trusted ones. Since version 3.2.0, when Redis is executed with the
default configuration (no authentication or whitelisting enabled), it
enters into protected mode, which only allows replies to queries
from the loopback interfaces (localhost), rejecting others with an error message. This feature can be disabled editing the configuration
file, although it automatically secures the instance, and it helps to
prevent security misconfigurations. Redis supports authentication,
a feature that can be optionally enabled from the configuration file.
It is also possible to disable specific commands or rename them to
prevent intruders apply specific commands to the database if they
succeed in accessing the database.
These are the main security features of the target NoSQL services
of our research. Their respective websites have dedicated guides on
how to apply them to the database instances, providing the database
owners of a way to secure their application environments. Besides
the built-in security features of the target services under analysis,
other mitigations can be applied to secure and reduce the attack
surface of data-driven web applications:
• Separate database and web servers by keeping the database application in a different server from the webserver and
with a firewall between them. This augments the security
level if an attacker succeeds in attacking the web server, not
allowing him or her to reach the database application.
• Encrypt stored files and backups so that sensitive data, if
leaked, does not pose a real threat to end-users. Also, stored
files of a web application often contain information on the
database they are related to. Thus, encrypting them mitigates
the possibility of data leaks.
• Use a web application firewall that protects web sites
against cross-site scripting vulnerabilities and web site vandalism. Also, a web application firewall can deal with SQL
injection attacks as well. By preventing the injection of SQL
queries by an attacker, the firewall helps to keep sensitive
information away from malicious users.
• Keep patches updated and minimize the use of thirdparty application. Keeping the database updated and avoiding the use of third-party applications to interact with the
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database service, such as external plugins, helps to reduce
the attack surface against a database application.
Redis still lacks an official audit logger. Elasticsearch, Cassandra, and MongoDB officially support built-in auditing tools. Usually,
auditing tools keep track of database users’ system changes, legit
ones or not. They are useful since they allow the monitoring of
data and tracking potential security breaches or internal misuses
of information. A simple edit of the Elasticsearch configuration file
is needed to enable security auditing, and the audit output is available from a dedicated Elasticsearch index, where the audit logger
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stores information. Cassandra, from version 4.0, officially supports
auditing, and it is possible to activate this feature just by leveraging
nodetool, a utility tool included in the installation package, where
the user can specify which nodes and tables must be monitored.
MongoDB does not offer an auditing tool in his open-source version, but only in its enterprise solutions, where the user can choose
with different granularities the resources to monitor. Differently,
Redis does not have an official audit logger that performs security
and optimization checks. To have an auditing tool, the user must
rely on third-party solutions such as Redis-audit 2
2 https://github.com/snmaynard/redis-audit

